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Ground zero: authoritarianism and the stiffening of individual perceptual space 

 

Something has changed since 1975, when Andrei Tarkovsky directed his autobiographical film 

Mirror. A film that tries to understand the cold war paralyzation of the senses of 1975 by reflecting 

it in events leading up to and taking place in the Second World War. The film analyzes the violent 

traumatic fixation of the senses of the cold war in terms parallel to Deleuze and Guattaris concept of 

the state apparatus of war. Key here is the implosion of individual sensible space that allows for and 

follows from war, when war is carried out by a state as intrinsic ‘captures’, ‘seizes’ and ‘binds’, that 

‘prevents all combat’. War, according to Mirror, is a state of non-sensibility or more precise it is a 

state of stiffened perceptions. Stiffened perceptions that paralyze individual sensibility and the 

social sphere that is dependent on individual sensibilities. A violent stiffening of social capabilities 

then. The effect of this stiffening is described via two interacting tableaus. First a famous evocation 

of the affective space between the protagonists mother and father: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yn9q25NWAw&feature=youtu.be&t=1061  

 

This space, as it is evoked here, is a formative space, where the inner life of the two persons opens 

up the room surrounding them. The roof of the room deteriorates and connects with the floor that is 

flooded from the water penetrating the roof in a state of duree, that has nothing to do with 

destruction. On the contrary it is an evocation of a sensibility that is moving along the lines of an 

affectivity that, following Foucault-Deleuze, knows no borders between inside and outside and 

where the most intimate sensations therefore stems from an outside and vice versa.  

 

But paradise is always lost, and brutally so also in Mirror, that tries to describe what can be called 

the perceptual ground zero of authoritarianism. The film contains two bathing scenes, the one we 

have just seen and then this, where we follow the mother fleeing into a bathing room at the 

publishing house, where she works: 

 

https://youtu.be/9Yn9q25NWAw?t=1978  

 

After having fled into the bathing room, the mother tries to reestablish a connection with the 

formative sensible space she knows from before, and which she hopes to be able to move her out of 

the claustrophobic authoritarian atmosphere, that terrorizes the publishing house. But the water 

suddenly runs no more. No roof to be penetrated here, she is left with the bare white tiles of the 

shower. Here she is not partaking in any state of formative affectivity, but is contained by the 

precise enclosure of a soviet authoritarian state. This is a precise enclosure that does not allow for 

any affective formations to exist or develop. It is an enclosure that ‘prevents all combat’. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yn9q25NWAw&feature=youtu.be&t=1061
https://youtu.be/9Yn9q25NWAw?t=1978


 

On the other hand, and by the same token, the formative affectivity that we witness in the first 

tableau between the mother and the father is linked with intimacy. It is a state of sensibility, as open 

as it may be, that does not connect to any political actuality. 

 

Why this separation of the sensible spaces of intimate and political spheres? Of course this is due to 

the state of authoritarianism, Mirror analyzes, but how does authoritarianism actually impose this 

separation or even blockage? The answer, Mirror gives to this, is, that this blockage stems from a 

traumatic fixation of the senses. Mirror discloses this traumatic fixation in one of its passages of 

historic documentary material. This passage of documentary material develops around a seemingly 

abrupt cut. On the one hand we see footage from the Spanish civil war, that show children from the 

anarchist areas leaving their parents on a harbor to be shipped to the Soviet Union in safe distance 

from the fascist forces. On the other hand we follow a later ceremonial Soviet balloon departure. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yn9q25NWAw&feature=youtu.be&t=2422  

 

[Tarkovsky: Mirror, screenshots ] 

 

 

 

To put it as briefly as possible. What we witness here is a little girl whose whole facial expression 

and body slowly stiffens as she turns around and looks into the camera. The result of this stiffening 

is a sad facial expression. The traumatic yet formative and social affective landscape of farewells 

and hugs, she is part of on the harbor, is coming to an end here. She is soon going to be sailed away 

into what ought to be freedom, but what, as far as Mirror analyzes it here, in actuality is the 

opposite. From now on she and the other children are on their own, left to live by the rules of the 

authoritarian regime, they are ‘liberated’ by. What is it, that this girl experiences, what is it that 

tears her out of the formative affective landscape and stiffens her whole expression? She already, 

beforehand, as before the fact, experiences what we see on the other side of the cut. We see here the 

official footage of a Soviet balloon departure. Then, a balloon departing into the sky ought to allude 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Yn9q25NWAw&feature=youtu.be&t=2422


to freedom right? But here it causes a stiffening into sadness. Why is this so? With Foucault and the 

analysis of discursive formations from his Archeology of Knowledge what Mirror here points to is, 

what we can call morphological coherency. The main balloon and the smaller supportballon circling 

around it corresponds to the round shape of the little girls head and the head of the doll she carries. 

The cut establishes a coherency between these round shapes on both sides of the cut and the result 

of this coherence points, on a morphological level, exactly to the opposite of freedom. This little 

girl is being shipped into an authoritarian system, that does not allow for the slightest of affective 

formation, but only operates via major and recognizable forms as that of a balloon that can be 

recorded as the merits of a regime and archived as such. Of course on a psychological level, what 

we witness here is also the traumatic effect of war. War is not something to be liberated from. These 

children are forever traumatized, and the fascism they are fleeing from are therefore, in just another 

political shape, the same fascism that is ready to receive them in the Soviet Union. But what is 

important here is that Mirror analyzes this traumatization as operating hand in hand with a 

paralyzing of the sensible, that it records in a stiffening of the perceptual field into fixed forms. 

Sovereign forms. In this case round shapes – this shape that by the way lends itself so easily to the 

panoptical strategic grip on the sensible, as Foucault argues. Fear is paralyzing, and paralyzation is 

a cultural operation to fear. 

 

Mirror is, besides its other qualities, also a knowledgeable analysis of the workings of the 

revolutionary liberation of visual perception and the senses, that took place first and foremost in 

Russian Constructivism. 

 

Zero ground: Rodchenko and the liberation of the sensible 

 

In the mid 1920ies Aleksander Rodchenko, a central player in Russian constructivism, extended his 

practice into the area of photography. Within a few years he developed a precise systematic grip on 

the photographic space. It was an intrinsic tactical grip that enabled him to liberate this space from 

its deictic couplings with a reality that he nonetheless kept as the motif of his photographs. He 

literally sought to open a perceptual no man's land, where zero ground was left to the beholder, 

when s(he) was forced into their spaces.  

Rodchenko was in this way able to demonstrate, how modern machinic movements were 

penetrating deeply into the lifeworld of even a woman reading the newspaper during her morning 

tea.  

 

[Rodchenko: Morning Tea, 1928] 

 



 

 

This penetrating machinic life that other more bourgeois minds like perhaps us here today, would 

describe as alienating. For Rodchenko this was not the case. What he registered and tried to 

replicate in a photo like this, was for him a liberation from exactly this bourgeois attitude. The new 

soviet man was to function like a machinic part of the larger social construct, that communism was 

about to realize. All this is known art history, but the important thing to notice here in passing, is 

that this photograph is setting in motion exactly a dynamic of morphological coherences. Similar 

round shapes that turns and shifts position in machinic ways, three of them even with noses. 

Nothing here is left to the beholders perceptual control as these shapes begins to rotate and shift 

position in the beholders visual field. These are the same type of coherences, that Tarkovsky later 

would point to as the main perpetrator in establishing the perceptually stiffened ground zero of the 

state apparatus of war, that authoritarianism adheres to. But for Rodchenkos these coherences were 

not meant to be stiffening the perceptual field into an authoritarian ground zero. He tried in a tactics 

of liberation to destroy the ground of the beholders perception as to leave zero ground for him to 

control his perceptual field. 

 

Maybe he knew, that this destruction of the ground of the beholders perception was not sufficient to 

also establish a new sensibility in this man of the future? Maybe he knew that this destruction too 

easily lends itself to authoritarian stiffenings of the sensible only preserving sensible entities of too 

huge a mass to live lives through. In any way, he soon developed this rather machinic tactic into a, 

sensibly speaking, much more formative strategic opening of the photographic space.  

 

[ Rodchenko : Demonstration, 1928 ] 



 

 

This photograph is one of a rather large number of photographs, where Rodchenko is experimenting 

with effectively pushing the beholder down into a virtual space, where her only chance of regaining 

a foothold in actuality is to let her perception be supported by exactly this same virtuality. Take a 

look down into this backyard: The dark shapes at the ground – which ones are cast shadows and 

which ones are small water pools? We are again faced with morphological coherences here, but in 

this case coherences, that are not meant to bypass our sensibility in machinic ways, but to learn us 

to navigate via these coherences. Coherences that leads the actual space of the beholder into areas 

of virtuality. It is not by coincidence that Rodchenko found an opening out into this virtuality in 

exactly cast shadows. Shadows are the main visual markers of depth, that is: space and time, we 

have in the phenomenological experience of our surroundings. Now it is precisely the shadows that 

this photograph opens up by letting them openly partake in a play of morphological coherences. A 

play that opens the recognizable space as we have come to know it in our daily life and transforms 

it into a play of virtualities. Pushed down into this backyard we are in other words asked to regain 

our foothold and our sense of space by the support of these shadows morphing into water pools. In 

yet other words: by the support of morphological coherences.  

 



It is as if the water penetrating the roof and flooding the floor in the evocative scene of affective 

formation in Mirror is the same water flooding the cast shadows here. The space or area we are 

pushed down into here in this photograph is also a formative area that knows no borders between 

inside and outside. An area that we will never gain any foothold in. This strategic revolution of the 

sensible is supposed to be a permanently formative revolution. What Rodchenko is experimenting 

with here are to try to force us to learn to live in areas of extreme deterritorialization, as one could 

name it today. 

 

Zero ground revisited: The moving ratio of our topological culture  

 

But this invitation into virtual areas in which we continually have to learn to distinguish between 

sensible entities and qualities in a landscape of morphological coherences have today come alive, if 

we are to believe recent theory of the becoming topological of our culture. According to topological 

thinking we no longer live in recognizable topographies, but are being pervaded by extreme 

capitalistic deterritorializations that leaves zero ground for any perceptual grip on the actual world, 

we live in. Maybe Rodchenko knew that a tactic push into areas of machinic movements was not 

sufficient to also establish a new sensibility in this man of the future, that he hoped for, but I am 

quite sure that little did he know, that the strategic revolutionary development of an open formative 

virtuality, that he then developed, would someday, today, become reality in a capitalistic sphere of 

hyperflexibility. Become reality as demands of a readiness to learn, of being able to continually 

transform our selves to accommodate the demands of a market that is always on the run from any of 

the close inspections one could hope for. 

 

Today it is not the warlike machinic paralyzation of the senses, that is coming back to haunt us in 

authoritarian ways. It is in a particular way instead the formative liberation of the senses, that 

Rodchenko proposed, and that Tarkovsky revisited in his own intimate and disillusioned way. 

 

Returning to the two bathing scenes in Mirror, we are no longer paralyzed by the claustrophobic 

enclosure of the cold war, but are left to navigate in formative affective areas that are streaming 

through our spaces. This today not as liberations out to areas beyond known sensible topographical 

territories, but on the opposite as new fixations into the hyper-flexible processes of the topological 

movements of capitalism. Authoritarianism has become flexible as has the capitalism, that fosters it. 

It manifests itself via flexible processes that operates not in liberating opposition to our imaginary 

and its more or less bourgeois limitations, but as an autoprocessuality, that shapes us by pervading 

affectively through us: ”A new rationality is emerging: the moving ratio of a topological culture. 

[…] a new formalism, which is beyond direct sensation [even though] not detached from the 

material, from the body, language or the senses, but rather work[ing] in and through them” as Celia 

Lury, Luciana Parisi and Tiziana Terranova formulates it in their introductory essay ‘The Becoming 

Topological of Culture’. A moving flexible formalism that is beyond direct sensation, but therefore 



exactly turning our imaginary capacity into its own use. It is autoprocessual as they phrase it. 

Streams of power forming us from within.  

 

In this presentation I wanted to point to the knowledge of the ambivalent effects of a liberation of 

the sensible that is already present in our modern culture. An ambivalence that is violently actual 

today as politics is turning into affective streams flooding the sensible landscapes, we thought we 

knew how to navigate in. 

 


